
Purpose: 
The purpose of the AMSWG is to assist program managers and acquisition 
professionals by improving the utility of M&S in the acquisition of defense capabilities 
and products delivered to ultimately benefit the warfighters. The AMSWG will address 
common concerns, improve information flow, align technical initiatives, and pursue 
cross-cutting issue resolution across the acquisition M&S community. The AMSWG will 
represent the interests of the acquisition M&S community in DoD M&S deliberations. 
The AMSWG will provide representation to external organizations, including those 
established under the DoD M&S Steering Committee (M&S SC). 

Scope: 
The scope of AMSWG interest is the utilization of M&S across the entire spectrum of 
the defense systems acquisition life cycle, including analysis leading to Concept 
Decision, acquisition of capabilities provided by more than one system, and logistics 
and sustainment. 

Membership: 
1. Government: Each DoD organization which is a member of the SE Forum may 

appoint one government member of the AMSWG. These will be voting members of 
the AMSWG. Other DoD acquisition organizations and M&S organizations may also 
provide representatives, to serve as non-voting AMSWG members. The AMSWG 
may invite DoD representatives of selected focus areas (e.g., cost, readiness, 
sustainment) to participate in appropriate AMSWG activity, in a non-voting capacity. 

2. Industry and academia: The AMSWG may invite representatives of industry and 
academia to participate in appropriate AMSWG activity, in a non-voting capacity. 

3. AMSWG members should be empowered to represent the component's perspective 
on acquisition M&S matters. 

Leaders hip: 
The AMSWG Chairman will be designated by the Chairman of the SE Forum. 

Internal Decision-Making Process: 
AMSWG decision making will be based on consensus (general agreement). When 
consensus is not clear, polling of AMSWG voting members will determine a majority. 
Electronic means may be used to determine consensus. If a clear consensus or 
majority vote is not reached, the Chair may bring issues to the SE Forum for resolution. 

Functions: 
The AMSWG will enable improved use of M&S to facilitate system acquisition by the 
following activities: 




